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Abstract  

Economic globalisation is the major goal of this article, and the study question may be summed up as how 

economic globalisation affects developing nations' economy. The article's main goal is to organise and 

describe knowledge and information about the concept of globalisation, economic globalisation, and the 

world's current emerging economies in order to present a cogent overview on topics like the transition from 

developing to emerging economies, the primary forces driving economic globalisation in these economies, 

and the difficulties these economies face in a newly globalised economic system. Comparative analysis and 

systematisation of scientific literature were used to conduct theoretical examinations of the effects of 

economic globalisation on emerging economies. 
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Introduction 

The term "globalisation" has emerged as one of the most hotly debated issues of our time as a result of the 

massive trade liberalisation and financial integration that have been accompanied by increasing political, 

sociocultural, and military interdependence as well as the excessive technological advancements. Even though 

the word "globalisation" is being employed to describe a single phenomena, it is actually a catch-all term to 

represent a variety of factors (Ardç, 2009; Archibugi and Iammarino, 2002). This activity has an effect on the 

health and well-being of people in communities across the world as well as the ecology, society, systems of 

government, and economic wealth and jobs (Kefela, 2011). As a result, there is no agreed-upon definition of 

globalisation. “In fact, it is observed that the definition of globalization depends on the aim and the scope of 

the debate. Accordingly, the effects of globalization have been argued from a wide spectrum as well. Just to 

mention a few, for example, some authors concentrate on economic factors (Rao and Vadlamannati 2011), 

while some others address political issues (Chang and Berdiev, 2011) or raise social notions (Dreher and 

Gaston, 2007). Further, there are still many others who investigate many other various aspects such as human 

development (De and Pal, 2011), human welfare (Tsai, 2007) and life satisfaction (Bjornskov, Dreher and 

Fischer, 2008), entrepreneurial activity (Vinig and Kluijver, 2007), willingness to help immigrants as well as 

sick and disabled (Koster, 2007), environmental standards (Gassebner, Gaston and Lamla, 2008), water 

pollution (Lamla, 2009) and military interstate disputes (Choi, 2010), etc”. Therefore, it is evident that there is 
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a wealth of publications on nearly every aspect of globalisation at the macro level, including the dimensions 

of globalisation and their effects on nations including the national economy, politics, social and cultural 

aspects, etc. However, it is shocking that the micro level of the topic area would seem to be largely 

disregarded. 

Only a few research findings have looked at the effects of globalisation on corporate governance, regardless of 

the fact that the term "globalisation" has been around for a while and continues to affect organisations in many 

ways. Acheampong et al. (2000) investigated as to if pace of globalisation equalizes growth of profit margin 

adaptation of international corporations in the liquor and cigarettes sector and the nutrition and household 

products sector. Their results indicate that there is no substantial contrary effect in the liquor and cigarette 

sector while there are differences in the speeds of profitability adjustment all over nations in the bakery and 

confectionery products sector. Peltonen et al. (2008) examined the effects of trade costs on corporate value in 

15 manufacturing sectors across 10 countries in the euro area between 1955 and 2004. Contrary to Peltonen et 

al. (2008)'s conclusions, Georgiou (2011) reported a significant positive impact of globalisation on 

profitability of the company for Europe. However, it is clear that the corpus of information concerning how 

globalisation affects company performance and value is insufficient, and further study is urgently required. 

Understanding the Concerns of Globalization 

The term "globalisation" remains to signify very different things to various individuals despite the fact that it 

has been defined by hundreds of writers and eminent speakers on the subject. Due to this, we will not seek to 

provide generic explanations but will instead define it in the context of this study. Even though free markets 

have been liberalising their trade since World War II through initiatives like the Europe 1992 motion, the 

Uruguay Round of GATT (1993), and the North American Free Trade Agreement NAFTA (1994), the end of 

the Cold War represented a significant advance for globalization (Yardeni, E. (1997).    

Typically, when the term "globalisation" is used here, what is intended is “economic globalization”. Economic 

globalisation is taking place in part because of advancements in technology and falling fuel costs, as well as in 

part because many nation states have made a conscious decision to deepen their connection with the global 

economy. Therefore, we may view economic globalisation as an overall effect of many nations' decisions to 

further their involvement with the global economy.  

After proving that national integration into the global economy is essentially what causes globalisation, we 

must think about how particular nations enter the global economy. There are several factors we may take into 

account when determining how a nation gets connected with the world economy. Both an expanding and a 

deepening aspect of economic integration exist. The growth of many features, functional sectors, and market 

aspects that are engaged in enhancing interaction is referred to as the deepening dimension. Freer trade in 

activities and commodities, higher flows of longer-term capital, increased flows of short-term financial 

capital, greater streams of human resources manifested in labour, interconnected activities of multinationals, 

and increasing streams of ideas and technical assistance are these elements (Hoberg, 2000; Weintraub, 1994).   
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Another perspective holds that financial development results from economic progress (Robinson, 1952; 

Lucas, 1988; Stern, 1989). Since demand for financial services is strongly correlated with economic growth, 

financial development rises as demand for financial services rises. According to this viewpoint, capital 

accumulation accompanies economic expansion. 

Existence of Globalization 

According to a generally held belief, the advent of massive firms with subsidiaries in several nations has 

significantly altered the way that financial, social, and technical interactions are conducted in the globe today. 

These businesses control the manufacturing of technology, smartphones, oil and gasoline, food, cigarettes, 

pharmaceuticals, and ammunitions. Many of these businesses have yearly expenditures that exceed those of 

tiny nations. Due to their influence in many nations' economic and political life inside the large firms, the 

process of making products and services has also gone worldwide. For instance, when formerly auto factories 

produced automobiles from beginning to end at a single location, today various component parts are created in 

various locations around the globe and assembled in yet another. Due to this, there is now what is known as 

the "new international division of labour" (IDL). Industry, production, employment and skills, and technology 

are the components of the IDL in Giddens' model, and they continually interact with the other aspects of 

globalisation, including the national state system, the world capitalist economy, and the massive military order 

(Giddens, 1990). The preceding analysis gives a good understanding of the topic of this study because the IDL 

is both a condition and a process.  

As a result, labor-intensive industries like the manufacture of shoes and apparel frequently take action in 

nations with low wages and unfavourable working environments. There are several instances of women and 

youngsters working in the Far East in circumstances that'd be illegal in Western Europe and the United States. 

Large value manufacturing plants, like those used in the electronics sector, are carried out in nations with 

highly trained workforce that is well-paid, such as in Japan and Western Europe. The component of the 

intricate process of globalisation that is having the most impact on the job sector is the international division 

of labour. There is no denying that reliance in the labour market is a growing phenomena brought on by 

globalisation, according to Campbell et al. As business and money movements are progressively facilitated by 

lowering obstacles, labour is evolving from a local to a global resource. 

Nation states are no more able to develop policy and rule their nations in isolation from the rest of the globe, 

much as local economies are affected and frequently controlled by large businesses. International 

organisations that have an impact on the decisions of the nation states include the United Nations, the 

Commonwealth, the European Union, the International Labor Organization, the World Bank, and the 

International Monetary Fund. 
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Globalization in Asia        

The authority of the state are frequently seen as being threatened by globalisation. The Asian financial crisis 

shows how difficult it is for governments to protect their citizens from the strains of the global economy. 

Nevertheless, despite the development of globalisation, the state continues to be the dominant player in Asia, 

and this primacy is unlikely to alter much. All the countries in Asia are working to modernise themselves in 

order to become a stronger nation as a result of the recent rapid advancements in technology and 

communication. They are trying to economically survive, thus they are taking the same course as the more 

powerful, industrialised Western world did years ago. Asian nations are modernising and becoming more like 

western nations as a result of the pattern that many of them have adopted, which causes the Asian character to 

wane. Asian nations have been instrumental in pushing for globalisation in the area. Prior to the financial 

crisis, regional governments, like Singapore, saw globalisation as a means of boosting national strength. 

Singapore's willingness to participate in the global economy helped it to establish itself as Southeast Asia's 

financial hub and strengthened its strategic position within the region. To break out of their respective 

countries' isolation and boost the positions of those in power, China and Vietnam have implemented 

significant economic changes (Christopher B. Johnstone 1999).  

Analysis of the Concept of the Economic Globalization  

Despite the fact that the term "economic globalisation" is frequently used, many authors prefer a different 

term. Economic globalisation, according to Podbnik and others (2008), is a dynamic and multifaceted process 

of economic integration in which national resources become more and more mobile worldwide and national 

economies become more interconnected. According to Douglas, economic globalisation refers to the increased 

interconnectedness of economic activity through international commerce, money flows, and migration (2003). 

According to Osterhammel and Petersson (2008), economic globalisation refers to the lowering and 

eradicating of obstacles at national boundaries in order to enable the free movement of products, capital, 

services, and labour. 
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Figure 1: Global Trade index between 1800 and 2014 

According to Bhagwati and Jagdish, authors of the outline, "Globalization is frequently used to refer to 

economic globalisation, that is, integration of national economies into the international economy through 

trade, foreign direct investment, capital flows, migration, and the spread of technology" (2004). World trade, 

overseas investment, the operations of transnational companies, and the management and community 

expansion of technology, per the Podobnik (2008), are the key drivers of economic globalization 

(Maksvytienė, Urbonas, 2003). 

Globalization is characterised by four primary financial streams: products and activities, labour and 

individuals, money, and innovation. Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich annually compiles one of 

the most reliable economic globalisation indexes (KOF). The three primary facets of internationalisation, 

social, and political—are measured by the KOF-index of globalisation. An overall index of globalisation is 

computed together with sub-indices pertaining to real economic flows, economic constraints, and data on 

human contact, data on information flows, and data on cultural closeness. These three indices measure these 

aspects. According to Dreher, Gaston, and Martens, the information is accessible annually for 122 different 

nations (2008).   

 

    

Economic globalization as a driver for the creation of emerging economies 

The failure of state-led economic development and the requirement for capital investment, according to many 

academics, are the two primary elements in the birth and growth of emerging economies. First, traditional 

developing nations were unable to achieve sustained growth through government-managed economic growth. 

It had a highly detrimental effect, but this phase served as a launching pad for states to embrace unlocked door 

policy and shift from running the economy to letting the public to do so with the state's simple involvement.  
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Second, in order to finance their economic development, rising economies urgently required cash in the form 

of foreign direct investment. Regrettably, conventional public debt fell short of accelerating growth. 

Authorities of developing nations used to often take a loan from commercial banks, other governments 

abroad, and multilateral lenders like the IMF and the World Bank. In many cases, this led to economic 

instability and high debt levels. The previous performance of many developing nations also illustrates their 

failure to successfully address and use the loaned money to boost the economy, according to reports Hurst 

(2007).  

Developing nations come to depend on investment portfolio as a way of funding economy expansion as a 

consequence of the dismal outcomes of public debt. They want to entice private equity investment from 

investors who will work with them as co-developers. A poor country must build the prerequisites of a market 

system and foster an environment for enterprise that fits the demands of international investors governments 

in trying to entice equity funding. Hurst (2007) Thus, this alteration in funding sources contributed to the 

growth of developing markets. Additionally, every rising economy has had to adapt new trade techniques and 

structure due to the development of technologies. 

 

Figure 2: Global Foreign Direct Investments  

Effects of Economic Globalization on Emerging Economies 

The workforce in developing nations has been the only one to be impacted by economic globalization. First, 

there is the quick creation of new workplaces. As previously said, growing economies not only encourage 

growth in their neighbouring nations but also draw people to work there. As a result, the worker demographics 

of developing economies are marked by a wide range of demographic characteristics, including age, gender, 

ethnicity, and racial origin. In fact, one of the key problems facing firms in emerging nations today is diversity 

management Kiely (1998), Sutcliffe (2001).  

As a direct outcome of economic globalisation, other developments like offshore and outsourcing—both of 

which are considered as having the highest growth potential over the next ten years—have produced 

workplaces where cultural diversity may pose serious challenges. If a German firm opens a headquarters in 
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Brazil or Mexico, where being 10 to 15 minutes late for an appointment is normal, it will run into difficulties 

since being on time is known as "British Time."  

As one of the effects of economic globalisation, "export poverty" has drawn a lot of criticism. According to 

Todaro (2000), people in developing nations are used as cheap labour and the only beneficiaries of the 

benefits are the rise of commercial companies and corporate profits. However, those were the first instances of 

economic globalisation in formerly underdeveloped nations, many of which are now growing economies. In 

long-term, wages progressively rise. 

Challenges of Globalized Economic System: Developing Markets changing to Emerging Markets 

As a result of economic (and other types of) globalisation, many developing nations from the past are now 

emerging economies, which has a significant effect on economic growth. Conventional theories about a 

growing industry are no longer applicable. Assistance for a developing nation is being replaced by investment 

in emerging economies. Additionally, developing markets were also important trading partners and are 

rationalising their capital investments in developed nations.  

According to experts Bernatonyt and Normantien (2007), a growing portion of intra-industry trade in the 

volume of global commerce is crucial to the evolution of the economies and the export and import structures 

of various nations. As a result, the nature of international commerce and the makeup of its commodities are 

changing. Trade and capital movements are impacted by the current process of globalisation, but they are not 

influenced by political views or choices. The growth of two-way trade and money flows between 

industrialised nations and emerging economies reflects the shift from dependence to interdependence on a 

global scale. Emerging markets are being integrated into the global market at a quicker rate because of the 

increased information interchange, particularly with the help of the Internet.  

A market-driven system necessitates that developing markets reinterpret and scale back the role of the 

government in economic growth. The primary issue in developing countries is still-present (and occasionally 

expanding) corruption, which has a negative impact on the business climate and the development and growth 

processes by acting as a major barrier to foreign investment (Snieka, 2008). However, undertaking massive 

reforms within their banking markets, judicial framework, and political system to ensure a regulated and 

balanced economy that is mostly free of political upheavals and meddling presents the biggest challenge for 

rising economies (Easterly, 2001). The level of risk for businesses engaging in economic activity is increased 

as a result of globalisation and the integration of transitional economies into the global market, but there are 

also numerous approaches to reduce risk at the state and firm levels, as shown by Startien and Remeikien 

(2008). 
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 Conclusion 

The word "globalisation" is frequently utilised in many literary works. In essence, it is a complex fusion of 

societal, political, technical, economic, and other elements. Many writers use the term "economic 

globalisation," which may be described as a continuous and multifaceted trade system in which country's 

assets grow increasingly movable globally and national economies grow more and more interconnected. 

Economic globalisation is the increased interconnection of economic activity across national borders through 

international commerce, money flows, migration, and other ways. The primary driver of the formation and 

growth of emerging economies is economic globalisation.  There are many estimates, but it is evident that 

China, India, Indonesia, Brazil, and Russia are the most notable rising economies nowadays.  

A relative assessment of the literature revealed the following as the primary forces behind economic 

globalisation in developing countries: the opening of markets to trade and investment, the deregulation of 

financial services, the liberalisation of capital flows, the expansion of international competition, and the 

crucial role of information and communication technologies (ICT) in the economy. 

The work force in developing nations has been the only one to be impacted by economic globalisation. The 

stream of capital first goes to areas to take advantage of the cheap labour supply, but over time, as wages 

progressively rise, this influence turns out to be favourable. It is clear that the inability of state-led economic 

development and the requirement for capital investment are the two key variables influencing the birth and 

growth of emerging economies. A developing economy becomes an emerging economy primarily as a result 

of the economic globalisation process. Emerging economies continue to encounter significant obstacles while 

they are developing, such as: political meddling, rising competitiveness, and corruption. 
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